• Symmetry condition on coordination: phrases of different linguistic kinds cannot be coordinated, e.g. NPs and VPs
[Thomas will either write a mystery] or [he will write a romance].
• Symmetry condition on coordination: phrases of different linguistic kinds cannot be coordinated, e.g. NPs and VPs
• Left-edge hypothesis: either sits at the left-edge of the disjunction
• One of these ideas must be wrong in light of the data in (2) & (3) In (2), either is "too high", but in (3), either seems "too low"
• Previous analyses (Larson, 1985; Schwarz, 1999) only manage to account for the "too high" cases (cf. den Dikken (2004) • This analysis can say nothing about clausal disjunctions like (3) above, where there is nothing to elide 2 A linearization-based approach
• In this talk, I will present a linearization account of either . . . or constructions, drawing on the word order domain work of Reape (1990) , Kathol (2001) , and the coordinate ellipsis analysis of Beavers and Sag (2004) • To explain the apparent linear freedom, I propose either can be categorized in two ways: a floating sentential adverb, occurring only in clausal disjunctions a left-periphery marker, appearing in non-clausal disjunctions
• These two instantiations of either, although generated in the same structural position, combine with disjunctions via two distinct licensing mechanisms • Different licensing mechanisms can allow different linear orders
• Positional variability restricted to clause-level disjunctions, explained by adverbial analysis of either in this environment
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Two kinds of either
• Behavior of either depends upon syntactic environment
• Linear freedom of clausal either paralleled by certain English sentential adverbs (5) {Possibly} he {possibly} will {possibly} give {#possibly} the linguistics book {#possibly} to Chris. (6) {Either} he {either} will {either} give {#either} the linguistics book {#either} to Chris or he will sell it on EBay.
• Like modal and evaluative adverbs (Ernst, 2001) , clausal either cannot follow negation or aspectual auxiliaries, or subject-oriented adverbs: (9) * Mark stupidly either turned off his alarm or the power had been shut off.
• Notice that, unlike the clausal either, the marker can occur after negation, aspectual auxiliaries, and subject-oriented verbs (10) The defendant did not either "willfully" or "negligently" allow his pig to run at large. • Marking constituents (Carlson, 1983) : meanings observable in its presence are also possible in its absence interpretable only in the presence of other features, i.e disjunction
• Summary so far: given the gapping analysis for "too high" cases, the behavior of either in clausal and non-clausal contexts is systematically different
In clausal contexts, either acts like an adverb, obeying distributional restrictions observed by other adverbs, In non-clausal contexts, either does not affect the meaning of the sentence and positional freedom is an illusion created by gapping effects Positional variability only needs to be allowed for adverbial either
Word order domains
• How can the linear freedom of adverbial either be modeled?
• To do this, I will be working with a theory of constructions (Sag et al. 2003, Chapter 16) • Linear order managed in HPSG with the DOM(AIN) feature, whose value is a linearly ordered list of signs (Dowty, 1990 (Dowty, [1996 ; Reape, 1990 ; Kathol, 2001) (13) Constituent Ordering Principle
• Language-specific linear precedence (LP) rules get enforced at the level of the DOM list
• Typically, DOM list for some mother node contains one element corresponding to each structural daughter, e.g. ("A ⊕ B" means A precedes B) :
• Linearization machinery allows elements of two lists (non-sister constituents) to enter into linear relations via shuffling or merge operation (represented with the symbol ' '): b, c, d>, <a, c, b, d>, <a, c, d, b>, <c, a, b, d>, <c, d, a,b>, <c,a, d , b>
• The topmost node in this tree licenses three different PHON values:
• Additional tool necessary to prevent certain ordered constituents from being interrupted
• I assume, following Yatabe (2001) and others, that domain compaction accounts for the inability to realize either between the verb and object
• Compaction of word order domains results in a single domain object: 
[ ] 
adv -lxm
• DOM lists are concatenated, i.e. marker DOM list cannot be interleaved with head DOM list
• Where possibly empty lists 1 A ≈ 2 A , and 1 C ≈ 2 C (head features need to be identical)
• Domain of disjunction is a subset of the domain elements of its disjunct daughters (Beavers & Sag, 2004) • Unique material in the left and right disjuncts (here B and E , respectively) always get included in the mother's domain
• Only shared substrings, 2 A and 1 C , can be unpronounced 
wrote Emma, or, Persuasion, in, 1816 wrote Emma or
wrote Emma, in, 1816 wrote Emma
or wrote Persuasion, in, 1816 or wrote
• In contrast, adverbial either, although having the same structural attachment point, can
intermingle with left disjunct domain elements:
• LP rules and internal structuring of δ 1 determines positions available to either (26) <Either> Thomas <either> will <either> complete the job or the foreman will fire him.
. . . Thomas, will, complete, the, job, or, the, foreman, will, fire, him Thomas . . . complete, the, job or fire, him
• Only the three desired orderings are possible: 
• Analysis presented here allows for deeply embedded instances of either (29) Therefore she probably did get married either in the US, or she returned to Germany to marry or live there.
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• Structurally speaking, these are still balanced disjuncts and either attaches at the left edge
Conclusion
• Two distinct linearization operations account for the difference in positional freedom found in clausal versus non-clausal disjunctions simple concatenation effectively freezes the position of marker either liberation models the variation and accounts for "too low" positioning found in clausal disjunctions
• Key advances:
Unified structural account of either . . . or constructions Neither symmetry condition on coordinations or left-edge hypothesis has to be rejected because of either . . . or data Observes differences in clausal and non-clausal contexts Relies on already existing mechanisms necessary for explanations of sentential adverb linearization Shows how linear ordering work can be applied even to relatively fixed word order languages like English Enables deeper understanding of disjunctions and coordinations in general
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